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Instructors using algorithmic team formation tools must decide which criteria (e.g., skills, demographics, etc.)
to use to group students into teams based on their teamwork goals, and have many possible sources from
which to draw these configurations (e.g., the literature, other faculty, their students, etc.). However, tools
offer considerable flexibility and selecting ineffective configurations can lead to teams that do not collaborate
successfully. Due to such tools’ relative novelty, there is currently little knowledge of how instructors choose
which of these sources to utilize, how they relate different criteria to their goals for the planned teamwork,
or how they determine if their configuration or the generated teams are successful. To close this gap, we
conducted a survey (N=77) and interview (N=21) study of instructors using CATME Team-Maker and other
criteria-based processes to investigate instructors’ goals and decisions when using team formation tools. The
results showed that instructors prioritized students learning to work with diverse teammates and performed
“sanity checks” on their formation approach’s output to ensure that the generated teams would support this
goal, especially focusing on criteria like gender and race. However, they sometimes struggled to relate their
educational goals to specific settings in the tool. In general, they also did not solicit any input from students
when configuring the tool, despite acknowledging that this information might be useful. By opening the “black
box” of the algorithm to students, more learner-centered approaches to forming teams could therefore be a
promising way to provide more support to instructors configuring algorithmic tools while at the same time
supporting student agency and learning about teamwork.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Algorithmic team formation tools (e.g., [2, 32, 65]) offer many benefits for instructors implementing
team-based learning, and are in use at institutions around the world, serving many thousands of
students [3, 4]. These tools create teams based on criteria such as skills, demographics, and other
characteristics of potential team members and can reduce stress and burden for both instructors
and students [37]. Criteria-based approaches have also been shown in prior work to produce teams
that are higher-performing [15, 65] or have more desirable attributes [38] than those formed with
random assignment or self-selection, when a small number of specific criteria are used. These
benefits are especially important as courses increase in size and move to online delivery methods,
where instructors cannot always know students well enough to manually create teams, or do so
feasibly at scale.

Configuring algorithmic tools (i.e., selecting the criteria according to which student teams should
be formed and how these traits should be distributed among teams) is a difficult problem, because
these tools offer considerable flexibility, and the scope of possible configurations of criteria and
weights is expansive. For example, the widely-used tool CATME Team-Maker [2, 44] offers 27
criteria by default, each with 11 possible weight values, for a total of 1127 possible configurations,
not including any custom criteria the instructor might add. When developing a configuration,
instructors have many options for sources from which they could draw inspiration. They can
consult the literature on team formation [12, 13, 17, 27, 34] on which these tools are based to help
make their decisions. For example, research suggests that students benefit from being in groups
that have high skill diversity [34] and certain personality traits, such as agreeableness and openness
to experience [12]. Instructors might also rely on their own previous experience forming teams,
consult their peers for guidance, or even solicit input from their students to gain greater insight into
which criteria matter most to them [29, 31]. However, not much is known about how instructors
are currently approaching this process or making their decisions. Additionally, it is not clear how
instructors’ goals for the teamwork affect their decisions in the tool or how they assess whether
the generated teams satisfy their goals. Closing this knowledge gap is important, because making
poor configuration choices due to a lack of understanding of the tool or which criteria are best can
generate ineffective teams and harm students’ learning experiences. For example, the configurations
shared in prior work suggest that instructors tend to select configurations containing many criteria
at once [29, 30, 37]. These multi-criteria configurations may not lead to the same benefits in terms of
team performance and satisfaction as the more focused individual criteria studied in the literature
on which these tools are based, and could even be detrimental to teams.
To address these challenges, we studied instructors’ current criteria selection practices for

forming teams in authentic course settings. We investigate their broader goals for team formation
and how these impact their process; report which and how many criteria they select and how
they make these selections; and explore their understandings of their tool or process and how
these beliefs impact their approaches or configurations, focusing especially on differences between
instructors who do and do not use algorithmic tools. This information is collected via an online
survey with two versions, the first restricted to users of representative tool CATME Team-Maker,
and the second open to instructors who use any criteria-based approach to form teams (e.g., other
tools, card-sorting, or spreadsheet-based methods). This survey gathered criteria configurations
from more instructors and a broader range of institutions and academic areas than prior work such
as [29, 30, 37]. We additionally conducted semi-structured interviews with a subset of the survey
participants to gather richer information about their goals and team formation approach, including
aspects such as their understanding of their tool or process and how they evaluated its output.
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We received 77 survey responses and conducted 21 followup interviews, with participants
from seven countries and a variety of academic departments, ranging from Computer Science
to Recreation, Sport and Tourism. We found that instructors’ primary goals for the teamwork in
their courses were supporting peer-based learning and the development of students’ teamwork
skills, as well as preparing students for future careers in industry. These goals drove instructors to
prioritize various aspects of diversity (e.g., gender, race, academic area, etc.) in the criteria they
used to form teams, although some reported struggling to relate their goals to specific aspects of
a configuration. On average, instructors using CATME selected combinations of 9-10 of the 27
available default criteria, including both practical scheduling-related concerns and those related
to promoting diversity. However, the configurations themselves varied widely in terms of which
criteria were selected and how many were chosen. Participants not using the tool reported creating
significantly smaller configurations (2-3 criteria on average) of similar criteria, although with less of
a focus on scheduling. Instructors expressed confusion about how the tool worked but offered their
own interpretations such as the existence of a limit on the number of criteria that should be included
in a single configuration, and described some surprising behaviors, such as intentionally obfuscating
from students which criteria would ultimately be used. We also observed that instructors frequently
desire to “sanity check” generated teams to ensure that their configuration goals are met, but
struggle to do so when the representation of a tool’s output does not match their mental models of
a desired team. Our results suggest that the use of an algorithmic tool impacted the way instructors
approached forming teams in their courses– for example, through the default criteria provided– and
in some cases constrained instructors’ processes or led them to perform additional work manually.
Tool designers must therefore carefully consider any defaults in the interfaces they design, and be
cognizant of how a tool and its interface can shape process and help instructors more effectively
achieve their educational goals.
In this work, we contribute to the CSCW community (1) insights into the current practices of

instructors using criteria-based team formation, and (2) practical implications for how designers of
algorithmic team formation tools can create interfaces that are responsive to instructors’ actual
processes and provide more guidance in areas where they are unsure. For example, we found that
instructors were sometimes uncertain about whether the configurations they selected would be
effective or accepted by students, and while they valued students’ opinions on what criteria to
prioritize, rarely solicited this information themselves. Tools might therefore provide built-in ways
to gather student input and help instructors interpret it. Including more explicit recommendations
from the literature, especially in relation to the mapping between instructors’ goals and specific
criteria, may also help clarify the configuration process. The inclusion of this additional support may
in turn produce student teams that cooperate more effectively and have better learning experiences.

2 RELATEDWORK
We describe how our work contributes to the prior literature on team composition and algorithmic
team formation.

2.1 Team Composition and Criteria-based Team Formation
Prior work has shown that facets of the composition of a team can impact the team’s outcomes. For
instance, elements such as the number of women on a team [10, 69] and certain distributions of
represented personality types [12, 47] and task skills [34] can increase team performance relative to
teams lacking those compositions. Team formation approaches grounded in this literature therefore
select potential members for teams according to these and other criteria.

The options for which criteria to use when forming teams are numerous, with more being tested
all the time. For example, in addition to criteria like demographics, skills, and work styles, prior work
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has investigated “speed dating” techniques [48, 49] and using member social connections [24, 58]
or transactivity [66, 67], as well as various other approaches incorporating potential team members’
preferences or elements of previous interactions. This proliferation of potential criteria coupled
with the fact that existing work often focuses on the effects of singular or small combinations of
criteria at a time, and often in settings outside of authentic courses [30, 42, 50], will make an already
difficult problem (deciding how to form teams) even more complex over time. Given the expansive
set of options, it is likely that many possible configurations of criteria that instructors could select
when forming teams in their courses are ineffective and might lead to poor team outcomes for
their students. In addition, these configurations may not align with the values of the students in
the course, who have the most at stake in the team formation process. For example, Hastings et al.
[29, 31] found that students tend to prefer criteria related to logistic issues like scheduling over
demographic criteria such as gender and race. Instructors may therefore benefit from additional
guidance to help them make the most beneficial decisions for their specific contexts.
We contribute to the body of work on team composition by reporting which criteria (and

combinations of criteria) instructors are using in practice to form teams in their courses, as well as
the factors they consider when making these decisions and how their choices are affected by the
use of a dedicated team formation tool. This greater empirical knowledge of criteria-based team
formation in authentic settings can help provide designers of team formation tools greater insight
into what kind of guidance would be most helpful to instructors and ultimately benefit students.
For instance, it may be useful to build features for gathering student input on criteria directly into
team formation interfaces in order to augment instructors’ existing processes.

2.2 Algorithmic Team Formation Tools
As course enrollments grow large, it becomes more difficult for instructors to implement a criteria-
based approach to team formation by hand. Online learning environments such as massive open
online courses (MOOCs) can suffer from similar problems, both due to the scale of the course and
the limited information available about students [66]. To address these issues, instructors can turn
to algorithmic tools to facilitate and automate the team formation process. Not only do these tools
decrease stress and burden for both instructors and their students [37], they have the potential to
optimize team assignments better than the instructor with respect to a given set of criteria [44].
Many tools and algorithms exist for team formation. In their review, Gómez-Zará, DeChurch

and Contractor describe a taxonomy to categorize these according to two axes: users’ agency
and users’ participation [22]. In this paper, we primarily study the algorithmic team formation
tool Comprehensive Assessment for Team-Member Effectiveness (CATME) Team-Maker [2, 44].
Team-Maker is a popular tool used in many universities [4] that falls into the “staffed teams”
quadrant of this taxonomy (high agency, low participation) since users select the criteria that
will be used by the tool to form teams, drawing from a set of 27 default criteria or personalized
options created by users. A greedy randomized algorithm then creates teams based on the selected
configurations. DIANA [65] and groupformation.org [32] are additional examples of algorithmic
team formation tools that create staffed teams. Other tools and algorithms described in prior work
include [9, 11, 35, 67], although not all of these have publicly available implementations or user
interfaces to allow instructors who may not be skilled programmers or mathematicians to use them
effectively in their courses [35].

The use of algorithmic tools introduces new challenges, including placing the burden on instruc-
tors creating staffed teams to configure the tool to be responsive to both their own teamwork goals
and the needs of students in the course. Instructors must think carefully about exactly which and
how many criteria they plan to use when forming teams, how students should be grouped relative
to these criteria (i.e., should similar or different students be placed on the same team?), and how
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criteria should be weighed relative to each other. Current tools provide considerable flexibility but
do not offer much in the way of guidance for instructors making these decisions, which can lead
them to make selections that may not offer the same benefits as simpler configurations described in
the literature [30]. In addition, tools often rely on input from survey responses of uncertain quality
self-reported by students [6], while at the same time giving students limited input into the team
formation process, despite its importance to their learning experiences [29, 31].
Our work expands current knowledge of how instructors are using and making decisions with

a representative algorithmic team formation tool in practice, including how they source criteria
configurations, their understanding of the tool’s algorithm, and theways inwhich the tool constrains
or aids their process. This greater understanding will be instrumental in helping tool designers
develop features to guide and support instructor decision-making, and otherwise make team
formation tools more usable. For example, tools might consider instructors’ goals for the teamwork
and suggest relevant criteria or weights from the literature to help support these aspects of students’
collaboration.

3 RESEARCH QUESTIONS
The study addresses the following research questions:

(1) What goals do instructors have for the teamwork in their courses and how are the goals
reflected in their team formation process?

(2) Which and how many criteria do instructors use to form teams in their courses, and how do
they select these configurations?

(3) How do instructors understand the use of team formation tools, and how does this under-
standing affect their configurations?

Answering these questions will lead to increased knowledge of current instructor practices
related to criteria-based team formation, and present opportunities for improving algorithmic team
formation tools. These improvements may lead to more positive student teamwork experiences.

4 METHOD
To answer our research questions, we conducted an online survey of instructors who use criteria-
based approaches to form student teams in their courses. In order to explore whether instructors’
decisions were impacted by the use of an algorithmic team formation tool, there were two versions
of the survey: one focused on instructors who use the representative algorithmic tool CATME
Team-Maker [44], and another open to instructors using any criteria-based approach. The latter
could include the use of other tools, spreadsheets, or more physical methods like card-sorting. For
example, one participant described printing copies of students’ resumes and sorting them into
piles according to the relevant criteria. Others mentioned gathering student project preferences
through sign-ups on physical or virtual whiteboards, gathering student demographic or academic
information from prior assignments or paper surveys, or forming teams based on students’ ranking
in the course. We then conducted followup interviews with a subset of the participants to provide
more context to their responses. The study was approved by the Institutional Review Board at our
university.

4.1 The Algorithmic Team Formation Tool
For the specific version of our survey, we wanted to focus on a single algorithmic team formation
tool in order to facilitate the comparison of criteria configurations and decision processes from
different instructors. We selected CATME Team-Maker as a representative tool because of its
widespread use and coverage in prior literature (e.g., [6, 29, 30, 37]), as well as its basis in team
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formation research [44]. The CATME system (including Team-Maker and several other components)
has an expansive user base, spanning more than 22,000 instructors across 88 countries [4]. As such,
it is the only team formation tool we are aware of that could offer such a large pool of potential
participants.

4.1.1 Team-Maker Workflow. Team-Maker allows instructors to select the criteria according to
which student teams should be formed, as well as weigh the importance of criteria relative to
each other. The tool provides a set of default criteria (such as Gender, Schedule, GPA, and other
commonly selected items), but users can also enter their own custom criteria. For each selected
criterion, the instructor assigns a weight between −5 and 5, where negative weights configure the
algorithm to group students by dissimilarity on that criterion, and positive weights by similarity,
with the magnitude signifying the strength of the preference. For example, an instructor might
assign “Weekend Meetings” a weight of 5 to strongly prefer teams formed of students with similar
weekend availability, and assign “Software Skills” a −3 to moderately prefer teams with a mixture of
software experience. Once the criteria are finalized, students are asked to fill out a survey indicating
their schedule, prior experience, or demographics, depending on the criteria selected. With this
information, the tool uses the assigned weights and a randomized greedy algorithm to form teams
[1]. Instructors can choose to rerun the algorithm until they are satisfied with the resulting teams.
The tool then informs the students of their assigned teams and how to contact their teammates.

4.2 Recruitment
Recruitment was accomplished through a variety of approaches, primarily email-based. Note that
we were not able to reach the entire population of CATME users, because their contact information
is not publicly available. At our institution, we advertised the CATME-specific version of the
survey on the weekly faculty and staff e-newsletter once per term for the duration of the study (the
maximum number of posts allowed). Additionally, we worked with the university to compile a list
of faculty who had used the tool over the last three years, in order to contact these users directly
via email. We also reached out to instructors who had previously expressed interest in our work to
encourage them to participate.
Outside our university, we reached out to colleagues at institutions publicly listed in the tool’s

user base [3] to encourage them to take the survey if applicable and share it with anyone they
thought would be interested.We also contacted relevant offices (e.g., those concernedwith classroom
software or the advancement of teaching methods) at some of these institutions to share the survey.
Additionally, we sent messages advertising the study to relevant email distribution lists, specifically
the Association of Computing Machinery (ACM) Special Interest Groups on Computer Science
Education (SIGCSE) and Computer-Human Interaction (SIGCHI), and created posts sharing the
survey on the CATME Users LinkedIn group1. Finally, we also conducted several searches online to
find academic papers and course syllabi mentioning the use of the tool, and contacted the associated
authors and instructors to share the survey with them, directly reaching out to 63 people in total.

To distribute the general version of the survey, we again sent messages advertising the study to
the SIGCSE and SIGCHI mailing lists, and advertised the survey on our university’s weekly faculty
and staff e-newsletter.

4.3 Survey Procedure
Instructors who agreed to participate in the study (via following the survey link distributed via
email or online) completed the survey on the platform provided by our university’s Public Affairs
office. The survey had several sections:
1https://www.linkedin.com/groups/4188510/
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(1) Consent form.
(2) Details about a course in which they form teams using a criteria-based approach (e.g., course

size, topic, etc.).
(3) Details about their criteria configuration for that course. Participants who used CATME were

instructed to download an .html file from the tool’s website showing the criteria and weights
they select. We asked participants responding to the general version of the survey to explain
their process and provide any example file that could help illustrate their approach. This
section also contained additional Likert items and free text questions about how and why
the instructors selected these criteria.

(4) Details and demographic information about the participant (e.g., familiarity with the team
formation literature, experience using their current team formation approach, etc.).

(5) Followup. Participants indicated whether they were willing to be contacted by the researchers
to answer followup questions about their responses, and if so, provided an email address.

We expected the survey to take users 15-30 minutes to complete. Participants received $20 in
compensation via PayPal for completing the survey.2

Since participants responding to the general version of the survey did not have a uniform method
of sharing their criteria configurations (i.e., the .html file for the tool users), it was necessary to
compile these manually. Two members of the research team read through the descriptions of the
team formation processes used by these participants. They then collaboratively extracted [28, 57]
the criteria mentioned, along with details about the distribution of students relative to these criteria
(e.g., students might be grouped by similar or dissimilar GPA), when available.

The survey questions were intended to answer RQ2 and were prompted by prior work such as
[29, 30, 37] reporting instructor configurations that contained many criteria at once, which may not
create the same benefits in terms of team outcomes as more focused selections [30]. Team formation
tools make it easy to select complex configurations such as these, so gaining greater insight into
how instructors more broadly are selecting criteria and weights offers a significant opportunity to
improve on a potential shortcoming of algorithmic tools. The questions were refined through an
iterative pilot process involving pretesting [52] with several instructors who had previously used
CATME.

4.4 Instructor Interviews
To elicit additional information to provide richer context for the survey responses and answer RQ1
and RQ3, we reached out to those participants who had agreed to be contacted in the final section
of the survey to ask for their participation in two further study activities: a brief followup survey,
and semi-structured interviews.3 The survey asked instructors to select their primary goals for
including teamwork in their courses from a given list with an option to write in their own, and to
respond to two seven-point Likert items gauging their perceptions of the success of their approach:
(a) “My team formation approach (e.g., CATME or another tool, card sorting, etc.) is accomplishing
these goals.” and (b) “My specific set of team formation criteria (e.g., schedule, gender, GPA, etc.) is
accomplishing these goals.” (1=Strongly disagree, 7=Strongly agree). Instructors also had a chance
to leave additional comments if desired.

The interviews focused on instructors’ goals for using teamwork, the ways in which these goals
affected their process, the factors affecting the development of their configuration over time, and
their understanding and use of various features of the team formation tool (for instructors who used
it). Interview participants completed an additional consent form and were compensated $50 for

2We have included the complete survey as supplemental material.
3We have included the followup survey and interview script as supplemental material.
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CATME General

Avg. Min. Max. Avg. Min. Max.

Times Teaching Course 5+ 1-2 5+ 1-2 1-2 5+
Times Using Current Formation Method 1-2 1-2 5+ 5+ 1-2 5+
Num. Students in Course 21-50 1-20 201-500 21-50 1-20 201-500
Literature Familiarity (out of 7) 4 1 7 4 1 6
Num. Identifying as URG 19 (out of 46) 12 (out of 31)

Table 1. Participant information for both versions of the survey. “URG” refers to being a member of a group
that is underrepresented in the participant’s academic area. “Avg.” column shows the mode for categorical
questions where participants selected from given ranges and the median for Likert item.

their time. Interviews lasted from 30 to 60 minutes and were conducted on Zoom. Audio recordings
of the interviews were transcribed by the service Rev.com.

Two members of the research team performed open coding on the transcripts to identify major
themes. First, the first author developed a tentative coding scheme based on the survey and an initial
reading of all the interviews, and further refined it while coding a sample of 20% of the interviews.
Both coders then independently applied the scheme to a further 25% of the interviews, iterating on
the scheme and revising until satisfactory agreement was reached (median Cohen’s kappa over
all codes was 0.66). The two coders then divided the remaining interviews (including the initial
sample) and coded them using the final scheme, discussing as necessary to resolve uncertainties. 4

5 RESULTS
We received 77 responses to our survey, 46 of which were for the CATME-specific version, and 31
for the general version. Of the 46 respondents who reported using the algorithmic tool, 30 provided
uploads of their criteria configurations.
The instructors came from a variety of academic departments (including Computer Science,

Economics, and Business Administration), and were primarily US-based (68), but several reported
teaching at institutions in other countries: the UK (2), Malaysia (2), India (1), Australia (1), Canada
(1), and Ireland (1). Most of our respondents (50) reported teaching courses in the area of Formal
and Applied Sciences, with a variety of course sizes. The instructors reported multiple purposes
for the teams in their courses, with the most popular being long-term projects. Most instructors
(53) selected criteria and formed the teams themselves, but some (7) delegated the team formation
task to teaching assistants, and in six cases, to the students in the course. See Table 1 for more
information about the participants.
25 participants further completed the followup survey, and 21 agreed to be interviewed (10

CATME, 11 other). In the following sections, these results are denoted with “(N=x)”, where x is the
number of participants who mentioned a topic or selected an answer. Comments from individual
interview participants are denoted with “P” + a numerical identifier.
See Figure 1 for an overview of the team formation process described by participants, which is

discussed in more detail in the following sections.

4We have included the complete list of codes and their frequencies as supplemental material.
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Fig. 1. An input-process-output diagram of the team formation process described by instructors in the study.
Teams are formed based on both explicit and implicit inputs using a process incorporating algorithmic and
manual elements, and the results of the team formation influence future iterations of the process.

5.1 Instructors Prioritize Teamwork Skills, Peer-based Learning, and Preparing
Students for Industry

The goal or reason for using teamwork that was most frequently mentioned by instructors in
the interviews was teaching students teamwork skills (N=15). Supporting peer-based learning
(N=14) and preparing students for future careers in industry (N=14) were the next most frequently
described, followed by promoting learning of the course content (N=10). Other reasons instructors
cited for including teamwork in their course included fulfilling external requirements such as
those posed by the Accreditation Board for Engineering and Technology (ABET [5]; N=6), reducing
grading (N=5), promoting higher quality projects (N=4), building social bonds among students
(N=4), and continuing processes that had been in place when they took on the course (N=2). We did
not observe any patterns in the goals cited by instructors using the algorithmic tool as compared
to those using other approaches.
These results from the interviews largely agreed with those of the followup survey, where

instructors cited promoting the learning of course content and supporting peer-based learning
most frequently (N=21 for both), followed by promoting teamwork skills (N=19) and preparing for
industry (N=16). These were followed by promoting higher quality outcomes (N=9) and reducing
grading (N=8). It is important to note that these goals are not mutually exclusive. Instructors
described having multiple goals in both the interviews and the followup survey, and might have,
for example, chosen to prioritize teaching teamwork skills in order to prepare students for industry
[64]. A chi-square analysis did not reveal a statistically significant difference in the pattern of goals
between instructors using the tool or other methods (𝜒2(6)=4.94, 𝑝=0.55).
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When asked how these goals for the teamwork affected their approach to team formation in
the course, the most common answer was that instructors prioritized placing diverse students
together (e.g., different genders, academic areas, etc.; N=13). For example, two instructors who had
prioritized preparing students for industry explained:

“The nice thing is I’m able to say to them, ‘Look, you have to do this in the real world...
You’re going to get a job. You’re going to go work, and you have no say in what group
that you’re in, so you better be able to do that.’ There’s an implicit skill that we’re sort of
teaching through this.” (P3)
“So I’m trying to give them the diversity of working with others. At the same time, hold
them accountable so that when they’re out in the industry, they’re used to the dynamics
of having to work with others.” (P19)

A few instructors also described placing similar students together (N=2) or not directly considering
the goals when forming teams (N=2).

5.1.1 Instructors Use Algorithmic Tools to Streamline Team Formation. Beyond their general goals
for the teamwork, we also examined the other reasons instructors reported for why they use the
team formation process that they do. One survey question asked instructors to rank their reasons
for using their current method to form teams from 1 (most important) to 6 (least important), using
possibilities drawn from Jahanbakhsh et al. [37]. We summed these scores across participants to
generate the following ranking, shown from most important to least important (score shown after
each in parentheses for the CATME-specific version of the survey):
(1) Streamline team formation process for yourself as the instructor (108)
(2) Create teams with an increased chance to produce successful outcomes (151)
(3) Create a fair and consistent experience for students (155)
(4) Tool has a good theoretical background and is based on rational criteria (168)
(5) Students learn to work with unfamiliar people (170)
(6) Reduce stress and burden for students (206)
For instructors responding to the general version of the survey, we saw a similar ranking, but

the most important reason reported by instructors who use the tool (streamlining the process) was
now at the bottom of the ranking. This finding makes sense, because instructors forming teams by
hand frequently must put in more effort to create the teams than they would using a tool.
The interviews revealed similar reasons for using particular approaches, especially for those

instructors using the algorithmic tool. Many mentioned that they valued specific features of the
tool (N=9) such as the ability to easily group by schedule, as well as the more general convenience
it offers (N=8). The ability to blame the tool [37] and have “plausible deniability” (P20) if students
took issue with the team formation process was also commonly mentioned (N=5), as were issues of
how well the process did (or did not) reflect common team formation practices in industry (N=5).
Several instructors mentioned other reasons for using their approach, including recommendations
from other faculty (N=3), the literature (N=2), and requests from students (N=2).

5.2 Little Consensus on Criteria and Weights
Across both versions of the survey, instructors reported using a total of 87 distinct criteria, including
both default criteria from the tool, as well as custom criteria. Using the configurations provided by
respondents to the CATME-specific version (N=30), we extracted the top 20 most popular criteria,
along with their associated weights (see Figure 2). Although criteria like Gender, Schedule, and
Race appeared in most instructors’ configurations, there were few obvious patterns in the weights
for any criteria (with the exception of Schedule, which the tool limited to positive values only).
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Fig. 3. The number of criteria selected by instructors in their team formation process.

For those instructors who chose criteria not included by default in the tool, they seemed to
use these custom criteria either to get specific information about their students’ experience (e.g.
GitHub, grade in a specific preceding course) or their preferences for projects. Eight instructors
using CATME noted including custom criteria for these purposes. On average, participants in the
CATME-specific version selected 9.9 criteria at a time in their configurations. See Figure 3 for a
distribution of configuration sizes.
We found that respondents to the general version of the survey chose similar criteria to those

using the tool, including Gender, Race, and GPA. Student preferences for project topics were
also commonly used as a criterion, similar to the instructors using the tool, who often included
these preferences as custom criteria. In contrast, however, we found that only one instructor
mentioned scheduling constraints, which was one of the most common criteria among tool users.
This difference makes sense, as managing logistic issues such as schedule can be very difficult to
do by hand. Similarly, we noted that these respondents reported using significantly fewer criteria
in their configurations, an average of 2.6 (Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon W=765.5, 𝑝=0.00). This result
is in line with comments made in the survey by a number of instructors that their approaches may
not scale as easily as tool-based team formation for larger or online courses.

5.2.1 Instructors Consider Students When Selecting Criteria But Do Not Solicit Their Input. For
instructors who responded to the CATME-specific version of the survey, the factor they considered
most frequently when determining their configuration was the student makeup of the course (i.e.,
the specific population of students and their characteristics), possibly due to this information’s
prevalence in the tool’s interface. For example, with regards to Gender, one participant explained
that they chose to distribute female students across teams in a course with a significant female
population, whereas when there were three or fewer women in the course, they were assigned to
the same team. Somewhat contradictorily, despite this interest in students’ characteristics, student
input was the least frequently considered factor. This tendency to not consider student input also
seems to contrast with how important instructors rated student preferences to be (median=5 on
a scale from 1 (Strongly disagree) to 7 (Strongly agree) for survey item "I would find it useful
when selecting the configuration for this course to be able to see what criteria students in my
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Fig. 4. Factors surveyed instructors reported taking into consideration when selecting criteria.

course prefer to be used."). For instructors not using the tool, their own prior experience was the
most frequently selected factor that contributed to determining the criteria they selected. Student
makeup of the course, which was the most popular factor in the CATME-specific version of the
survey, was ranked third by these instructors. However, a chi-square analysis did not reveal a
statistically significant difference in the pattern of factors selected across the two survey variants
(𝜒2(7)=13.36, 𝑝=0.06). See Figure 4 for the complete distributions of responses.

In the interviews, instructors described considering similar factors when selecting criteria and
weights, with student makeup of the course and course goals tying for the most frequently cited
factors (N=14 for both). Student input was again the least frequently considered factor, with only
one instructor mentioning taking it into account.

5.2.2 Transparency Concerns. Several instructors in the interviews (N=4) mentioned feeling unsure
during the configuration process that they had selected the best criteria for their course. One
common concern, especially among instructors who had selected criteria such as Gender and
Race/Ethnicity, was about how transparent they should be with students during this process, and
whether configuration decisions like these could be perceived negatively by students:

“I just have an uneasiness about it. That’s just related to, ‘Wait, are we [being] profiled?’...
I don’t know how that’s going to be. Whereas with women being at least 25-ish percent
[of the students in the course], it’s like, that’s conceivable that I got paired with another
woman. That’s not unreasonable, versus there’s four Black students in... a class of 400. And
I got paired with one. I could see that not going as well. I just don’t know.” (P8)

Twelve of the interviewed instructors brought up matters of transparency and related ethics when
describing their team formation process, suggesting that these are important considerations when
forming teams. One instructor explained:

“One of the things that I’ve found over the years with teaching is that if you explain to
students why you’re doing things, they tend to be more receptive. And I always tell them
if you have a question about why I’m including these criteria in the survey, let me know.
And most years, I do have a discussion with them about why am I incorporating race and
why am I incorporating gender and why am I incorporating course grade or GPA. So I
think [including] the multiple characteristics... in addition to helping me, I hope, get good
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teams, I think it also shows the students that you’re trying to get good teams and that
you’re trying to build their teamwork skills.” (P10)

5.2.3 Instructors Learned About Forming Teams over Time. Many instructors described a learning
process involving trial and error over multiple semesters when developing their criteria configura-
tion or formation process more generally. Some reported experiences that had led them to form
teams later in the term when they knew more about the students (N=3), form teams of a different
size (N=5), or change the direction or magnitude of the weight assigned to a criterion (N=3), and
many reported valuing different criteria altogether than they did originally (N=12). Six instructors
mentioned that they better understood the tool or their other process after repeated use, and many
now felt that their experiences had confirmed that their team formation process was working as
intended (N=12). This sentiment is echoed in the results from the followup survey, which found
that instructors felt both their team formation approach (median=6 on a scale from 1 to 7) and their
specific criteria configurations (median=6) were accomplishing their goals.
When asked to explain how they gauge the success of their team formation process, most

instructors mentioned using feedback from students in the form of surveys or peer evaluations
(N=13), while a few also described observing the quality of teams’ collaboration processes and
outcomes (e.g., projects, reports; N=3). Interestingly, although distinguished in the interview
protocol, most instructors did not seem to differentiate between determining the success of their
team formation process and the success of the teams the process generates. For this latter question,
instructors again mentioned peer evaluations (N=20), team outcomes (N=15), team process (N=13),
and occasionally students’ ratings of other teams’ work (N=4). This apparent conflation of the tool
or process’ success with that of the teams is in line with comments from several instructors (N=6)
about how the team formation process is not always the most important aspect of the course or
students’ experiences. Instead, other factors such as team-building may be equally important:

“For me personally, I’m not so interested in the team formation, but I am in the improving
of teamwork. And so I would definitely be curious to have better tools to, ‘Okay, this is the
problem we’re having in the team, here’s some tools that can help you solve that problem.’
I would love that, that would be really helpful for me, because the team formation... it is
what it is. I like it, it’s easy, and I have pretty good success with it. But when it comes to
the problems that they’re having within the team, I feel like there aren’t great resources in
tackling individual problems, short of my own life experience.” (P9)

5.3 Instructors Develop Mental Models Beyond the Tool
Multiple participants (7) in the CATME-specific survey variant and all instructors interviewed who
had used CATME (N=10) mentioned they were unsure about how the tool’s algorithm actually
worked. As a specific example, when asked about one feature of the tool (numeric scores representing
how well the generated teams fulfill the desired configuration), four instructors reported not using
the scores due to not understanding what they represented, and a further two had not realized
the scores existed. However, many instructors did offer their own interpretations about how the
tool functioned (N=8). For instance, when asked to explain their thoughts on including multiple
criteria in the team formation algorithm (e.g., do the benefits of individual criteria stack?), many
instructors (N=6) agreed that using additional criteria was helpful (e.g., to capture different aspects
of diversity), but there was a limit at which there were no further benefits or the constraints became
too difficult to satisfy:

“Of course, the more extreme you go, then the more defeating the purpose of what CATME
does, because it’s just going to end up, more or less, trying to satisfy everything and nothing
gets satisfied.” (P12)
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“And so, I do believe if you put too many variables in, you may start to variable yourself
right out of teams that function at all.” (P17)

This understanding was shared by instructors not using the tool (N=8).
We also found that instructors tended not to accept the teams generated by the tool without

question. Nine of the 10 instructors who used CATME described performing some kind of “sanity
check” on the results of the team formation. Most frequently, this took the form of going over
the composition of each team to check for potential problems (N=9), although some instructors
also reported rerunning the algorithm multiple times and comparing the results (N=6). Instructors
frequently described using the tool’s feature allowing them to separate or group specific students
during this process (N=9), often in cases where they knew relevant information about students the
tool couldn’t capture (e.g., personalities, friend groups, students who were dating or had previously
dated, etc.). Again, similar behaviors were described by the instructors using other criteria-based
formation methods, nine of whom described performing some kind of sanity check after their initial
pass at forming teams. Interestingly, of the nine instructors who initially reported not performing
a sanity check and simply accepting the results generated by the tool or their other process, six
went on to describe performing one of the checks mentioned above. Only three instructors who
reported not performing a sanity check actually seemed not to perform one.
Instructors’ intervention in the team formation process through sanity checks and the manual

manipulation of team assignments seems to indicate their understanding that algorithmic tools may
not necessarily produce “perfect teams”, even though survey results showed that creating teams
with an increased chance of success was a major reason for using the tool at all. One instructor
explained:

“Overall... this does do a nice job of putting together teams in a methodical way that I
would not have thought of otherwise. So, I call it a partnership. CATME does take a cut
at it. And some teams, they’re all CATME put together teams. Other times, I will move
people around based on the things we talked about earlier.” (P20)

This interpretation is consistent with comments by instructors describing aspects of the students or
the projects they will be completing which are distinctly human or messy, and therefore cannot be
easily captured by the tool or team formation process (N=9). For example, one instructor described
an experience from her own time as a student when her teammates stepped up to adjust work
distribution on a project long after the team had been formed:

“Now, the backstory was I found out I was pregnant the day I started grad school. My kid
was supposed to be born after the end of spring quarter, but he was early. I was literally
trying to get my operating systems project done while nursing a newborn... I will still
to this day talk in glowing terms about my partners who... did pick up the slack for me.
Because when you have these situations, one of the beauties of group work is that our lives
are messy, and not everything works all the time. And occasionally, you’ll have a student
who falls down for whatever reason, and it is nice when you have groups that are willing
to say, ‘Okay, I know this isn’t like this person. I’m going to help this person out,’ and sees
it as an altruistic thing.” (P3)

Controlling during team formation for this kind of unexpected situation or how team members
would respond would likely be impossible. However, instructors did describe situations where
they provided additional scaffolding (N=10) in assignments or lectures to offset some of these
aspects that are difficult to account for during team formation (e.g., asking students in a discipline-
homogeneous class to approach a problem as if they were from a different academic area) or reached
out to intervene in struggling teams (N=18), again indicating their understanding of the importance
of their involvement, even after teams have been formed.
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Finally, eight of the instructors using CATME mentioned being constrained by the tool in some
way (i.e., some element of their desired team formation process was not supported by the tool):

“The first thing I always check is I look at the teams where students have said they don’t
want to do weekend meetings. So they either say no weekend meetings or avoid weekend
meetings. And I make sure that they have schedule blocks that align with their teammates
that are not on the weekend. Because that’s a big thing, CATME doesn’t do that. It doesn’t
link the questions as far as I can tell.” (P10)

This phenomenon was not unique to CATME users (three instructors using other methods also
mentioned being constrained somehow by their process). However, it is clear that instructors using
algorithmic tools do face situations where they must perform extra work outside of the tool in
order to carry out their team formation process as desired, or else abandon aspects of their ideal
process to adhere to the affordances of the tool.

5.4 Tool Users Displayed Unique Behaviors
The interviews revealed several interesting behaviors of instructors using the studied tool that
were not exhibited by any of the instructors using other methods of team formation. First, several
participants (N=4) described including more criteria in the "About you" survey the tool distributes
to students than they ultimately intended to use in their configuration, either because they were not
sure initially whether they would use this extra information, or because they wanted to intentionally
obfuscate which criteria would be used:

“I figured if I just ask about Race and Gender and Grade... I think they would guess why
they’re being grouped the way they do. That’s why I put like Year, and Age and Major
and Big Picture/Detail Oriented... I ignored the rest, but I asked about them not just to
broadcast, ‘Hey, here’s how we’re going to make groups.’ Because again, I’m fearful of that
piece of students feeling like, he’s putting us together because we’re minorities.” (P8)

As P8 mentions, this latter behavior is linked to the issues of transparency that many instructors
raised, and may also be related to concerns about students attempting to game or manipulate the
team formation process if they know too much about how it works (N=2). None of the instructors
using other methods exhibited this behavior.
Additionally, seven instructors mentioned the default criteria and weights set by the tool, and

how these impacted their own selections:
“The first thing I noticed is that the default CATME [criteria]... they have default weights.
And so I thought they know something that caused them to choose these weights. So I
was hesitant to change those. And then I noticed that the ones that other people create
typically have no weights. And I was like, maybe they know something I don’t know. You
know what I mean? I wasn’t sure... I really hesitated to change those weights for quite a
while. But then eventually I started being willing to experiment.” (P14)
“If I remember correctly... Gender, Race, and GPA are at the top of my list of parameters
for these teams. That would suggest to me that those are important, more important than
some of those other features... It struck me as a signal. The fact that I have to check these
check boxes at the top does signal to me that those are the higher priority items.” (P8)

6 DISCUSSION
In this section, we discuss the answers to the research questions of this study, relate our findings
to the existing literature, and provide implications for how tool designers might better address
the needs of instructors using algorithmic team formation tools. While the instructors studied
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here have developed strategies to leverage the tool or approach they currently use based on their
own mental models and the literature, clarifying certain aspects of tools or including additional
guidance could improve user experiences and facilitate adoption by others. Note also that while
some of the findings described here are specific to CATME Team-Maker, we believe that many may
generalize to other tools and team formation approaches. Future research can continue to explore
these opportunities.

6.1 RQ1: Instructors’ Goals for Teamwork
Instructors in this study most frequently described using teamwork in their courses to promote
the learning of teamwork skills, support peer-based learning, and prepare students for future
careers in industry. These goals align with existing literature, which has shown both benefits in
using teamwork to achieve them and areas of opportunity where they are not currently being met
[14, 26, 39, 46, 53, 56, 61, 68]. Similar prior work also exists for other goals mentioned by instructors
such as promoting social bonds among students [25, 40, 43], reducing grading [20], and supporting
larger or better quality work outcomes [7]. Our study provides insight into the relative importance
instructors assign to these goals in the context of criteria-based team formation. We also found
that while many instructors did consider these goals when choosing which criteria to use in their
configurations, most often by prioritizing various aspects of diversity on teams (e.g., students of
different genders, races, or academic areas being placed together), the goals were not necessarily
reflected clearly in instructors’ processes and some struggled to relate goals to specific settings in
the tool. Several instructors mentioned not considering their goals at all when deciding their team
formation process, and many cited convenience or efficiency as the primary reason they had chosen
to use the studied algorithmic tool rather than these other aims. Current team formation interfaces
tend not to focus on instructors’ broader goals for the teamwork in their courses, but rather the
low-level details of how student characteristics should be distributed across teams, often on a
criterion-by-criterion basis. Tool designers could therefore elicit information from instructors about
their goals at the beginning of the configuration process, not only to help them solidify their goals
and think more explicitly about how they relate to their process, but also to suggest an appropriate
default set of criteria and weights for them to refer to and adapt based on the relevant literature
for each goal. Tools might even suggest theory-grounded goals themselves for instructors who
are unsure of their priorities, for example encouraging the formation of diverse teams to enhance
learning outcomes. Machine learning (ML) techniques and aggregated user data could also be used
to tailor these suggestions for individual instructors based on their own prior configurations or
characteristics of their course. However, in any case, it is important to choose defaults carefully
because, as we observed and as prior work shows, users tend to rely heavily on defaults and are
reluctant to change them [59].

6.2 RQ2: Instructors’ Criteria Configurations
Instructors in this study used a variety of team formation criteria aligning with prior literature
on team composition, such as Gender [69], Schedule [55], Race/Ethnicity [60], and curricular or
project interests [15]. The weights or relative priorities they assign to these criteria vary widely, and
instructors who used the studied algorithmic tool typically selected a large number of criteria (9-10)
in one configuration, even though most acknowledged that there is likely a limit after which adding
additional criteria is not useful or may actively harm teams. These configurations are consistent with
those reported in prior work by Jahanbakhsh, Hastings, et al. examining the same tool [29, 30, 37],
suggesting that these choices generalize beyond the context of the single university studied in
this existing work. On the other hand, instructors in our study who did not use the tool selected
significantly fewer criteria, on average 2-3 in one configuration. One possible explanation for the
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difference in configuration sizes is the flexibility and lack of feedback offered by team formation
tools, which allow a large number of criteria to be selected at once without understanding their
potential impacts on team outcomes. There may also be a nudging effect [36, 62] present, where the
inclusion of certain criteria in a tool’s list of defaults prompts instructors to select them, although
they may not have thought of using them before. Tool designers may wish to notify instructors
somewhere in the interfaces they create that such complex configurations could be difficult to
satisfy and may not have the same benefits as more focused selections of criteria [30], or provide
literature-based templates of appropriate sizes on which instructors could base their own choices.

6.2.1 Factors Considered When Selecting Criteria. Instructors did not often explicitly consider
the literature when selecting criteria or weights (the factor appearing roughly at the midpoint of
the ranking of possible factors considered for both the survey and the interviews). Instead, they
favored their own prior experience and goals for the teamwork, as well as the student makeup of
the course in order to select the configurations most meaningful to their own contexts and facilitate
the completion of the teamwork for their specific students. It is possible that algorithmic tools–
and the associated trial and error of actually forming teams– offer a more engaging opportunity for
instructors to learn about team formation than studying the literature, a form of learning by doing
rather than by reading. It may also be that tools grounded in the research on team composition
(e.g., [44]) lend a certain degree of credibility to instructors’ configurations, regardless of their
own actual familiarity with this literature. As described previously and in work by Jahanbakhsh et
al. [37], instructors mentioned that one desirable feature of using a tool was that it allowed them
to be perceived as somewhat removed from the team formation process: although they may have
selected the configuration, it was ultimately the tool that formed the teams, and the tool could be
blamed if there were any problems. This removal also offered a sense of credibility:

“Even though I’m behind the scenes like in the Wizard of Oz pulling the strings, something
about it being CATME helps them accept the team when it’s put forward.” (P14)

It is possible that this perceived credibility applies not just to students in the course, but also extends
to instructors’ own beliefs about tools.

Designers may wish to more explicitly incorporate knowledge or advice from the team compo-
sition literature into tools’ interfaces, since instructors do not always consult this body of work
when developing their configurations. Relying more on the literature could make instructors more
confident in their choices and the credibility of the tool, and ease the burden of selecting a configu-
ration from an expansive variety of potential options. This guidance could come in the form of
suggesting specific criteria or complete default configurations for courses in different disciplines,
with references to the related existing research.

6.2.2 Transparency and Student Input. Instructors described taking matters of transparency into
account during their team formation process. On one hand, many instructors mentioned the value
of involving students more closely in the process and making sure they were aware of the decisions
that were made in the tool. This stance aligns with the literature on algorithmic transparency (e.g.,
[19, 41, 45, 63]), as well as prior research showing that increased agency and ownership can improve
student learning outcomes (e.g., [16, 18, 21, 33, 51]). Although the instructors in our study did not
often consider direct input from students on the criteria and weights they used, they very frequently
considered the student makeup of the course while making their selections, and often included such
factors as student project preferences or preferences for specific classmates students did (not) want
to work with. As described, they also often took into account their own knowledge about the skills,
backgrounds, and personalities of individual students, usually accommodating these adjustments
by hand. Although it would be difficult to fully automate all of these aspects in the tool, designers
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could begin by introducing collective student opinions into the algorithm (e.g., [29, 31]), including
a channel through which students could share opinions or concerns about their prospective teams
before they are finalized, or including a dedicated project preference criterion. Using an approach
like the LIFT workflow proposed in [29] also aligns with instructors’ stated goals of supporting
student learning about teamwork and peer-based learning, as it provides opportunities for students
to engage with the question of what makes a good team and learn from their peer’s viewpoints
and experiences.

However, some instructors also expressed concerns about students knowing too much about the
criteria configurations or team formation process used, and in some cases intentionally obfuscated
which inputs would ultimately be used by the algorithm by including more criteria in the tool’s
student-facing "About you" survey than they intended to use. This approach is more in line with
prior work showing potential drawbacks or complexities to algorithmic transparency (e.g., [8, 41]),
as well as concerns by instructors about students potentially manipulating the team formation
algorithm, as described previously and in prior work [6, 29]. Instructors concerned with this issue
may not think to practice this obfuscating behavior without being prompted by a tool; therefore,
designers might also consider building in a suggestion to do so or otherwise consider issues of
transparency more explicitly. For example, as suggested in [29], reducing tools’ reliance on data that
is self-reported by students with each team formation is a promising approach. We suggest that tools
might rather retain students’ responses from previous courses or help them build up “teamwork
profiles” consisting of prior team outcomes or peer evaluations that might be incorporated into
the team formation algorithm, shared with future employers, or used to help establish their role
on a current team, perhaps during a team-building activity like those described in [30]. Since
these profiles would persist and have implications beyond the context of a single team project
and potentially be seen by others, students might therefore have more incentive to maintain their
accuracy.

6.3 RQ3: Instructors’ Understanding of the Team Formation Tool
In this study, we have used CATMETeam-Maker [44] as a representative algorithmic team formation
tool. While it is not the only such tool, identifying areas where instructors experienced difficulties
can help to shed light on how the design of similar tools might be improved. In particular, one
aspect of the studied tool that our results suggest could be problematic is that its configuration
interface is algorithm-centered. As previously described, many instructors found the numeric scores
representing how well each generated team fulfills the desired configuration of criteria to be
confusing or not intuitive, or did not realize they existed at all. Instructors also expressed doubt
about how other aspects of the tool worked, including the numeric weights used to set the relative
importance of the criteria. It is possible then that while numeric representations of the tool’s inputs
and outputs may map easily to the underlying algorithm, they do not match adequately with users’
understandings of how forming teams works. In addition, there is no clear relationship between
these inputs and outputs visible in the tool’s interface, making it more difficult to relate instructors’
educational goals with settings in the tool. This problem is also present in other non-tool-based
methods like spreadsheets and card-sorting, where there is no obvious way for instructors to identify
how well their current set of teams is fulfilling their desired configurations without frequently
pausing to manually check or maintaining an ongoing sense of the teams’ compositions in their
mind. Metrics proposed in prior work on evaluating team formation (e.g., [54]) are also largely
numeric and may be difficult to calculate for instructors who are less technologically savvy or are
not using a tool. Performing the kind of “sanity checks” on teams that most instructors in the study
mentioned therefore requires substantial effort, whether using a tool or another criteria-based
process.
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Designers might then consider alternative ways of representing the inputs and outputs of team
formation algorithms in order to better facilitate sanity checking and align more with instructors’
mental models and goals. For example, during the configuration of a tool, instructors might specify
what an “ideal” or “gold standard” team looks like for their context (e.g., a team where women
are not outnumbered and where there are at least two programmers of medium skill or higher).
The interface could then visualize the distance between each generated team and this ideal, either
holistically or criterion-by-criterion. Text explanations could also be generated by tools, either for
this purpose or to check that the specified configuration is correct (e.g., “You have described a team
where...”). These features may be especially useful to new faculty, those using the tool for the first
time, or those who have had unsuccessful experiences in prior terms and therefore cannot rely on
their prior experience when configuring the tool. Future research could compare the impacts of
such alternative representations on instructors’ perceptions of the configuration process and the
ultimate success of the team formation.

7 LIMITATIONS AND FUTUREWORK
One limitation of this work is that many of the participants in the study (31%) were Computer
Science instructors, probably due to the mailing lists used during recruitment (i.e., SIGCHI, SIGCSE,
and the ACM overall are computing associations). The configurations and responses reported by
these instructors may be discipline-specific and not generalize to other areas. The sample for the
tool-specific version of our survey is also limited to CATME Team-Maker users, and may not be
representative of the choices made by users of other tools. Future work could investigate whether
the trends observed here generalize to a broader sample of instructors in different areas and using
different methods of algorithmic team formation, or to different contexts such as organizational or
professional teams.

In addition, it is not clear how the increasing amounts of remote instruction brought on by the
COVID pandemic may impact team formation behavior. For example, many instructors in our
sample mentioned incorporating more elements of self-selection into their process since early
2020, to allow students to interact more with their friends and otherwise reduce burden. Future
work could investigate whether such behaviors continue in the long term, or what other changes
instructors have made to their processes.
Additional research is also needed to determine the effectiveness of the criteria configurations

instructors select in practice. Although the instructors in our study reported being satisfied with
their processes and believed they were accomplishing their goals, metrics such as student team
grades or other outcomes could be examined to give a fuller picture of the configurations’ quality,
as well as the effects of other tool settings on student learning processes.

The results of this study suggest possibilities for future research directions. One possible extension
of this work would be to gather additional forms of data to complement the survey and interviews
described here. For example, future work could examine log data from instructors’ use of a team
formation tool, and apply ML techniques to extract patterns of interest. Future work could also
compare instructors’ experiences with algorithmic interfaces featuring differing levels or sources
of support (e.g., suggestions for criteria or weights based on the literature, student preferences,
other instructors’ choices, etc.) during the configuration process. In both cases, these studies could
provide more insight into whether and how instructors’ choices in the tool translate into more
effective student teams. Finally, future research might also further explore how algorithmic and
manual team formation approaches might be combined. While we here discuss a process where
users manually review and potentially modify teams after they are generated by the tool, this
interaction might also occur earlier in the process, such as tool-assisted self-selection of teams (e.g.,
[23]). Future work can continue to investigate these possibilities.
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8 CONCLUSION
Current algorithmic team formation tools provide little in the way of support for instructors
deciding how to configure the tool in order to select the most appropriate criteria and weights
given their goals for the teamwork in the course, and many options exist for sourcing potential
configurations (e.g., the literature, other instructors, students, etc.). To determine how instructors
are making these decisions and identify opportunities where tools might provide more guidance, we
conducted a survey and interviews examining instructors’ current practices when forming student
teams in their courses with a criteria-based approach. We found that instructors most frequently
prioritized the development of teamwork skills and the support of peer-based learning, and selected
configurations in support of these goals. However, instructors also expressed doubts about how
the algorithm actually worked and some questioned whether the criteria and weights they had
selected would accomplish their desired outcomes and educational goals. Most also conducted
“sanity checks” on the output of the tool or their other process to determine whether the generated
teams matched their desired specifications or required further intervention. In general, instructors
also did not solicit any input from students when selecting criteria, despite acknowledging that
this information might be useful and considering issues of transparency with students. The results
of this study further highlight the need for learner-centered workflows and suggest that opening
the “black box” of the team formation algorithm more to students could be a promising way to aid
instructors in configuring algorithmic tools while at the same time giving their students increased
agency and an opportunity to learn more about teamwork. Through this work, we hope to give tool
designers and instructors the knowledge they need to create and use algorithmic team formation
tools effectively. These improved decisions, in turn, may help students learn more from each other,
produce more effective project solutions, and have more favorable attitudes toward the course
topic.
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